The Girl with the Flaxen Hair

Claude Debussy

Ted Greene, 1997-09-07 and 1999-02-13

Guitar Chord Diagram

E  C#m  E  C#m  B11

Guitar Tablature

E  C#m  A7  A#7  A#9

Guitar Strumming Pattern

E  C#m  E  C#m  B11

Guitar Fingerings

E  C#m  A7  A#7  A#9

Guitar Solo

E  C#m  E  C#m  B11

Guitar Arrangement

E  C#m  E  C#m  B11

Guitar Performance

E  C#m  A7  A#7  A#9
“Raindance” open harmonics
[as described by Ted on his page]

Let him—

Optional sustain
or hit string again.
GIRL WITH THE FLAXEN HAIR
Claude Debussy

Solo GTR

Keys

A  B  G#m  A7  A9  B9  B  G#  C#

Harmonics

Open

2-18-99

3rd Night

Open Harmonics

Invert Open

Open Fundamentals
Attached is a compilation of Ted’s arrangement of Claude Debussy’s “The Girl with the Flaxen Hair.” It combines new notation (rhythmically based on the original piano score) with Ted’s chord diagrams.

This piece was originally composed in Gb, and Ted transposed it down a step to E for guitar. He wrote this up “for Barb.” On 9/7/97 he completed up to bar 14, and then continued again on 2/13/99 and went as far as bar 25. Apparently he didn’t finish writing it out.

This left 11 unaccounted-for measures at the end. In order to complete the arrangement, I wrote up what I believe Ted might have done, based on the Debussy piano score and Ted’s treatment of the previous bars. A lot of those remaining 11 measure are just repetitions of sections from measures 1, 2 and 14, so I was able to duplicate the same grid boxes. I also watched the “Joey Backenstoe Wedding” video and noticed how Ted played those last few bars. I believe my added diagrams (in blue) are fairly accurate and faithful to his arrangement.

Ted added the chord names to some of his diagrams, but left others blank. I have added the names in blue. You’ll notice that some of the chords in measures 5, 6, 8, and 9 have numbers written below the chord name. This was Ted’s way of sometimes indicating what interval was in the bass: 3rd, 5th, or 7th.

The measure after measure 13 (call it 13.1 if you want) is an extra phrase that Ted called “Echoes,” and is an optional insertion. I’ve notated it, but not numbered that measure so that the arrangement follows the original score. You can choose to skip this measure if you wish.

Please listen to and watch Ted playing this piece in the “Joey Backenstoe Wedding” video – it’s the first piece he plays for entrance music, and he adds a lot of enhancements, harmonics, repetitions, etc. It’s a very beautiful version. It doesn’t correspond exactly to the Debussy score or to Ted’s written arrangement, but it is helpful to it to get a feeling and flavor for the piece as he played it. Ted’s guitar is tuned down a 1-1/2 steps (to Db), so if you want to play along or transcribe it you’ll need to retune your guitar.

This written arrangement is fairly easy to execute and I think you’ll enjoy playing it, and hopefully these pages makes it easier to learn.

~Paul